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Jackson provides superior quality High & Low temp dishwashers, available in under counter, rack, 
conveyor, flight type machines and steam elimination energy recovery models

Federal Industries is recognized as an industry leader, manufacturing display merchandising cases, 
refrigerated, heated, non-refrigerated, self-service, countertop, and drop-ins

CraftPoint Concepts are the preeminent millwork construction experts for the foodservice industry, 
driven by the the demanding  requirements of proper equipment integration, collaboration & 
communications end-to-end

Advance Tabco is the foremost national manufacturer in stainless steel sinks, dish tables, work tables, 
prep station tables underbar, die-bar, wire shelving and custom stainless steel fabrication

Hatco is the premier legacy brand for commercial countertop cooking equipment, as well as 
holding, heating, warming, toasting and buffet solutions alike. Heated & refrigerated drop-ins, sink 
heaters and gas or electric booster heaters

Chicago Metallic is the industry standard manufacturing heavy-duty commercial bakeware pans

Dormont is the leading manufacturer in flexible/stationery gas hoses, steam connectors, quick 
connect water lines, and grease interceptors

Tucker is recognized as the industry leader in Personal Protective Apparel, oven mitts and gloves, 
heavy-duty aprons, cut gloves and silicone arm/hand protection
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Atlas Metals designs and manufactures modular cafeteria lines as well as innovative custom 
fabricated serving lines to meet your vision and operational needs

AquaMatic is the architectural division of CaptiveAir, designing, engineering and manufacturing 
exhaust hoods, Utility Distribution Systems (UDS) & exhaust fans

ColdZone manufactures and engineers commercial refrigeration systems, rack refrigeration systems, 
and replacement remote refrigeration systems for the foodservice industry

Fisher Mfg creates and provides the highest quality in heavy-duty commercial fixtures, faucets, 
sprayers, hose reels, and sink drains for all applications

UNOX has been often identified as a global leader in baking, and as a commercial combi-oven 
manufacturer, providing professional smart ovens for all of today’s operators in catering, gastronomy, 
banqueting, and bakery.  UNOX combi-ovens are available for any-size kitchens, and now includes 
long-term hot food vacuum holding, and the newest in speed oven technologies

Henkelman offers vacuum packaging solutions for a variety of markets. Not just for sous-vide, we 
have solutions for restaurants, colleges, schools, supermarkets, retail, schools and commissary 
kitchens.  Vacuum Package Systems, Vacuum Packaging Materials, and Vacuum Package Storage

Leer manufacturers distinguished quality walk-in panel coolers and freezers for the food service 
industries toughest standards, nominal or actual sizing, DOE approved

PowerKnot is the foodservice industry’s leading pioneer in organic waste management.  They are 
the global industry leaders for environmentally friendly on-site food waste digesters, providing safe & 
economically sound solutions for commercial customers seeking to improve and make a positive 
impact on their environment.

With thoughtful listening, professional operational knowledge and considerate 
collaboration, we will assist your efforts to identify & determine the most appropriate 

equipment selection to meet or exceed your operational expectations.
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